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Flames In The Night

Three days before Halloween Buffy watched a house, or maybe it was a barn burn brightly
against the dark night sky as a large herd of walkers overran it completely. Her keen
sense of hearing allowed her to listen to the screams of fear and grief and someone
shouting what sounded like orders, as people were no doubt being bitten by the undead. If
she had been alone she might've taken the chance to run over and try to help, but she
had a small pre-teen girl sitting beside her on the rooftop.

Buffy had found the girl running in the forest by herself less than a week earlier. In
between dodging walkers, small groups of survivors, and trying to blend into the
landscape they had been unable to find Sophia's mother and the rest of her group. With
her luck, the burning farm was probably where they had been staying. Which meant there
was a good chance they were all scattering to who knew where.

Sophia had spoken of a traffic snarl where they had gotten stuck before ending up on the
Green Farm, but she didn't know where it was or how to get there. It didn't help that it
sounded like there was a fight for leadership and no backup plans if anything went wrong.
No rendezvous point in case they got separated. They might try to meet up at the traffic
snarl, but again, she didn't know where it was located.

The house she had used as a base was relatively safe given the situation. It had a stone
fence all around it, and inside that were huge trees shielding them from anyone who might
be looking. It wouldn't stop a determined herd if they heard a loud noise, but otherwise,
they simply shambled around it. They would have to move though as the walkers were
coming their way and she would not be tempting fate that much, even if there was a good
chance they would not be discovered if they stayed quiet.

A low voice broke the silence between them, "Do you think that is the Green Farm?"

"Maybe, I don't know." Buffy looked back to the burning building, "If it is, it's going to be a
lot more difficult to find your mom."

If she was still alive. If they could find her or anyone else in the group. If. If.

Buffy got up into a crouch and whispered, "Come on, we need to leave before they get
too close to us."

The little girl followed quickly and they went inside to collect the single backpack they
each carried, before going as quietly as they could downstairs and outside to the car.
Sophia didn't talk much, which Buffy both did and didn't appreciate. It made them less
likely to attract unwanted attention, but at the same time, she missed regular
conversations.

Once in the car, she started it but refrained from turning on the lights. She had excellent
night vision and it had only gotten better over the years. It wouldn't stop the undead from
hearing the motor, but it would hopefully make them a little more difficult to locate. Even a
few seconds could mean the difference between an escape and a bite.

A week later they were standing outside what Sophia confirmed to be the Greene Farm.
The barn was in ashes, but the house was still standing, and there were no walkers
nearby.

"What do you say? Should we go inside, see if there's anything worth salvaging before we
continue?"



The girl nodded and they went inside. A quick search of the house revealed cans of food,
liquids, and other usable things. There were no bodies inside, not alive, not dead, and not
undead. The house did turn out to have running water, and unable to resist the temptation
they both took a quick shower after Buffy locked and barricaded all the doors. It was
unwise, but...

Feeling properly clean for the first time in almost three months, they loaded the car with
whatever food and water they could find, along with a blanket and pillow each. Buffy also
took the matches she found and a few other things. It wasn't as much as Buffy had hoped
for, but anything was better than nothing. As she drove away from the farm, picking a
random direction, she just hoped Carol Peletier had made it and that they would find her
soon.



Searching
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The winter had been cold, and rather than stay in the car Buffy had chosen to take the
chance to live in various houses. She was too skittish to let them stay for more than a
week in each, although it was mostly a few days before moving on.

None of the houses had good fencing, walls, or anything else that would protect them
against the monsters. Their only hope was that no one would see the candlelight at night
or hear them when they moved around or talked. Daylight was one thing, but they needed
proper rest. And while Sophia got her beauty sleep, Buffy didn't. Any small, insignificant
sound would wake her, and she missed being able to have a sentry so she could close
her eyes and just relax.

If the area was free of walkers she would spend a few hours every day training Sophia in
melee weaponry, and how to hunt animals they could eat. Buffy's hunting skills were
more of the undead and demonic variety, but tracking a living prey with a distinguishable
heartbeat was much easier. It was more difficult to field strip her catch and then make it
into actual food that was difficult. Finding that the 12-year-old girl she had rescued had
better cooking skills than she was a little embarrassing, but at least the food ended up
being more edible. She'd take the embarrassment if it meant a fresh, proper meal that
didn't come out of a box.

Along the way, they had come across a hunting goods store, where they had picked up a
number of things, including crossbows and bolts for them. Starting Sophia on how to
properly and safely use them had become a priority. While guns were useful, there were a
finite number of bullets, AND they were very loud which meant they drew unwanted
attention to them. Crossbows, on the other hand, were much more useful as you could
make bolts and arrows out of whatever you had handy.

They had also picked up water filters, sleeping bags, rope, camping equipment, and
much more. Survival became a little easier after that.

"Too bad we don't have one of those bottomless bags from the Harry Potter books."
Sophia had commented while they were trying to figure out what to take with them and
what would just take up space in their car.

The winter appeared to both last forever and be over in no time at all. Spring rolled
around and they kept driving in circles. Buffy wanted to keep driving in one direction, any
direction, but something kept telling her to stay in the area. There were no vague
unhelpful dreams that would only make sense after the fact, none of the few people they
met stayed still long enough to be asked or if they did it was because they had nefarious
purposes.

Anytime they came across people Sophia would carefully study them to see if they were a



part of her group, but it wasn't until almost the middle of June before they had any luck.
Luck being Buffy hearing many gunshots, shot from multiple weapons.

Careful not to be seen they hid among the trees to see if there were anyone the young girl
would recognize. What met their eyes was a prison yard and a large concrete building.
There were people standing in each of the towers, and people down in the yard. All of
them were trying to kill walkers.



To See You Again

Chapter Notes
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While Buffy could see the people in the prison yard and up in the towers clearly, Sophia
could not. Which meant they had to get closer without any of the people, or walkers,
seeing them before they knew if it would be safe, or if they would be used as target
practice as well. The trees they were hiding among didn't get that close to the large fence
so they would have to get creative.

Buffy looked closely at the young girl with her. They had been travelling together for eight
months, and Sophia had become a teenager in the intervening time. She had learned how
to shoot a gun, shoot with a bow and arrow, how to use a sword, and how to effectively
use a knife. Buffy had taught her how to hunt for food, and Sophia had attempted to teach
her how to cook. The latter had only had a modicum of success, but progress?

"We need to get closer," Sophia whispered. "I can't see their faces, but it might be them."
She hesitated and gave Buffy a hopeful look. "It's almost the right amount of people, not
as many, but...." There was no need to verbalize why some of them might not be there.
Walkers, other survivors, the fire... It could've been anything, or maybe they were on a
supply run.

"Okay," Buffy replied. "Let's get everything and get a little closer so you can either confirm
it's them or if we need to vanish back into the forest." They both gave the prison yard
another look and saw that the people there were still shooting the undead inhabitants of
the yard.

Their latest car was hidden much further into the forest as they had been out hunting for
dinner. All they had brought were a single backpack each with the most basic necessities,
just in case they were separated or couldn't get back to the car. Buffy had managed to
track a buck and had then let the young girl kill it before the elder of the two had field
stripped it.

Ten minutes later they were as close as they were going to get without being seen.
"Well?" Buffy asked. She didn't like being in the open, especially while carrying a large
dead animal and knowing what kind of predators were able to smell a fresh kill.

"It's them!" Sophia whisper-yelled, much too loudly for Buffy's comfort levels. "That's Daryl
with the crossbow, and," Sophia's heart rate suddenly got much quicker. "That's MOM!"

Buffy had to drop the deer so she could grab the young girl and stop her from running into
the open and quite possibly getting herself shot in the process. "Easy. They have guns
and they're currently using them to kill. The last thing you'll want to do is get yourself shot,
especially when you're so close to getting reunited with your mother."

Sophia's eyes were eagerly following her mother, but she stopped trying to leave the
safety of the trees.



"Let's wait until they're done. That way they will probably congregate somewhere and you
can see who is still alive and who isn't." Then she added cautiously, " Those gunshots are
loud and they're bound to catch attention. There will probably be walkers shambling this
way over the next few hours, depending on how far away they are and how well they can
still hear. Other survivors might've heard it as well, and be curious enough to check it out."

Both of those were something that group should've considered before making that much
noise without intent to leave before the consequences showed up. The undead went
toward any sudden or loud noises, and there were still small groups of survivors who were
looking to join up with others for the protection they offered.

The two of them remained where they were until dusk fell and the group began planning
to send their resident hunter out to get them dinner. "That's our queue," Buffy whispered.
She hoisted the buck and the two of them began walking towards the fence at a
somewhat normal tempo. It didn't take long for them to be seen and for weapons to be
raised and pointed straight at them.

Sophia couldn't hold it in anymore and yelled "MOM!" while running towards the fence
separating her from her only living relative. The situation got a little chaotic at that point
but, they were allowed inside. Sophia and Carol kept hugging and it made Buffy miss her
little sister something fierce. Annoying brat or not, she hoped Dawn was alive out there
somewhere and that she was in good company.

She offered the deer as dinner and she was profusely thanked, both for returning Sophia
and for the food. As apparently they had been eating quite a few squirrels.

They seemed like good people, disorganized and willing to take weird risks, but maybe
this wouldn't be so bad.



Stab It
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They got up early the next morning. The plan was a simple one: take the prison one
section at a time. In theory, it was easy, but there were a lot of the undead munchers
inside the prison and in its various yards. Buffy could hear them shuffling and groaning,
but the problem was that many of them were quiet and remained still unless there was
some loud noise or sudden movement. It made it difficult to guess how many were there
before she got visual confirmation.

"Keep in mind," Buffy cautioned everyone before they began. "This is a prison, which
means there are probably several thousand prisoners, plus guards, and other
employees."

Several people looked like they very having doubts when they heard the number spelled
out directly, but most of them nodded determinately. "Also, if you see a body and it isn't
moving; check for a lethal head wound, if it doesn't have one or you're unsure. Stab it in
the head. It's better to be safe than bitten. Understood?"

Everyone nodded and got a better grip on their weapon of choice. Originally the plan had
been to let a group of four got in, back to back, and pick off the walkers until the path was
clear enough for Rick to check for any open entrances or doors so he could close them.
She had adjusted the plan so instead, there were two groups of three. Maggie, Glenn, and
T-Dog were in one group, and Buffy, Daryl, and Rick were in the other.

While the six of them went inside, everyone else would stay on the other side of the fence
and try to attract any stragglers and then stab them through the fence.

Rick opened the gate by removing the large carabiner hooks he had used to keep them
closed. Glenn's group hurried inside. When they were through Buffy's group followed. All
of them had either long-bladed knives like a Bowie or a kukri or some other kind of sharp
metal thing that was easy to crush someone's skull with.

In addition, both Buffy and Daryl had gone in with their crossbows. Glenn's group took out
what was closest as they carefully moved forward, meanwhile the two hunters picked off
walkers from a distance to make it easier. Rick stayed between the two of them and kept
an eye out for anything they might've missed.

Everything went smoothly until they had crossed the yard and rounded a corner when
they were met with the sight of a second yard full to bursting with the undead, but also
several people in RIOT gear coming their way from another corner further away.

They quickly backtracked. "New plan!" Buffy said in a low voice. "Glenn, Maggie." She
said getting the couple's attention. "Move out just enough so that they can see you, but try
not to be seen or heard by the walkers in the other yard. Make sure they come this way.
When they're close enough, kill them. We," she indicated herself, Daryl, and Rick, "will



make our way over to the other gate."

Everyone nodded their assent before she went on. "Rick, you need to lock the gate with
the carabiner hooks, meanwhile Daryl and I will stab everything we can through the fence.
When the rest of you are done with your parts we'll retreat back here."

Glenn looked a little confused. "Why not kill all of them now?"

"There's too many," Rick replied before she could. "By killing off some now it'll be easier
when we come back to take care of the rest later."

"Okay. Are everyone clear on the plan?" Everyone agreed and she nodded to their
resident couple and T-Dog. The three of them moved out. A couple of the guys in RIOT
gear had already been shambling their way, but they began moving a little faster when
they discovered living humans. Another two came out from the right side.

When the walkers were occupied by the first group, Buffy and Daryl shadowed Rick so he
could make it to the gate and stop any of the other walkers from entering the almost clear
yard. He kicked one back inside and Daryl helped him shove the gate over so Rick could
fasten the hooks.

While they were busy, Buffy had taken out her Bowie knife and begun stabbing whoever
was closest through the fence. Moving quickly, for a human, she moved from one to the
next towards the left. As soon as he finished, Rick did the same towards the right. Daryl
stayed in the middle.

They got extra time since the other group had a little problem finding access to the head
of the people in ROIT gear. Listening idly to their chatter while she worked her way
through the undead at the fence, it became clear Maggie was the one to find a solution to
their problem. After that, the remaining three were easy pickings.

Buffy made them split into their groups and again and check that any remaining doors
leading to their current yard were closed in case there were other walkers lurking
somewhere. Making sure they were not surprised was a priority, especially after Daryl
pointed out that one of the walkers they had killed was a regular civilian and not one of
the inmates or employees working there.

After that, they entered what turned out to be some kind of visitation area, which included
a guard post. Rick liberated a large keychain from the guard who appeared to have shot
himself in the head. They then moved on to Cellblock C. It was quiet but they carefully
went from cell to cell to check if they had any occupants, and if they did, if they were going
to move.

"Someone went and shot these guys one by one," Buffy commented, a little horrified. Yes,
they were criminals, but that was cold. Even if they were probably better off without them.
Then again, they would probably have starved to death otherwise. A bullet to the head
might've been a mercy.

"Probably the guard from the visitation tower, then he offed himself with the last bullet."
Buffy gave Daryl an unreadable look for the reply but chose not to say anything. He was
probably right.

Rick and Daryl took the stairs up to the landing above to check the cells there while she
fetched the rest of their group from outside. She did NOT look forward to sleeping in a
prison cell. Several years of getting glimpses into Faith's time being incarcerated had
made its mark on her.



Once they were all there, they began choosing their new 'homes', but it didn't take long for
Daryl to interject, "I ain't sleepin' in no cage. I'll take the perch."

Grabbing the opportunity with both hands, Buffy asked. "Mind sharing? I don't really like
the idea of living in a cell either."

He gave her a look but nodded. "Sure."

The rest split into ones and twos and tried to make themselves comfortable. There would
be time tomorrow to see if there was somewhere better to stay.



New People
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About a week a half after finally finding Sophia's mother, Buffy was still living in the prison.
They had been clearing it of walkers one section at a time, but it was slow going, and it
was slowed even further when they realized there were still living prisoners in the
cafeteria. To everyone's shock the five prisoners had been completely unaware that the
world outside had collapsed ten months before, and that the dead had begun getting back
up again and eating the living. It had been a little surreal.

What hadn't been surprising was that the prisoners were more or less unfriendly. Within
two days two of them were dead. Then a third had been left to fend for himself, in a
courtyard full of hungry undead. He had somehow survived without their knowledge and
then had planned his revenge by opening doors and leaving fresh kills so that the walkers
from outside would overrun the inside of the prison. He had nearly succeeded, too.

It had only been pure chance that Hershel, who was a former vet and therefore had a
medical education, had been with Lori when the group split, trying to flee to safety. Lori
had given birth in the broiler room and thanks to Hershel's skills both she and the little
baby girl had survived.

It had been chaotic, and T had gotten bitten and then sacrificed himself to save Carol and
Sophia.

Andrew, the prisoner Rick thought had been killed in the courtyard, had ended up getting
shot in the head by Oskar, another one of the inmates. It meant that two of the prisoners
were still alive and breathing and would hopefully not cause any more problems.

The day after, when they had cleared the prison of dead biters again, it was agreed that
they needed to go for a supply run. "We need to drive somewhere for diapers, preferably
the cloth kind since we don't need a stash of dirty diapers lying around making a stink.
Formula, even if Lori breastfeeds, baby clothes, and other things for her. We also need
supplies."

"We'll go. Find a store somewhere." Glenn volunteered his girlfriend and himself right
away.

"I'll tag along for that, just in case," Buffy added. She needed to get away from these walls
for a little while. She needed to see something that wasn't concrete walls, cell doors, and
fences. "Daryl, you should pick someone and go see if there's something worth hunting.
The more fresh food we have the better."

Rick nodded, "The rest of us will fix things up here, make sure Lori's comfortable."

Decision made, Buffy and the happy couple got a backpack each and left in the red car,
while Daryl chose Beth as his partner for the evening. Promising to teach her about



hunting and tracking. It left nine people in the prison, ten if you counted the baby. 15
people weren't much, but feeding everyone was still going to be tough.

Finding a store turned out to be easier than she had thought, but then she had forgotten
that Maggie was a local and knew her way around. The grocery store proved to have
what they needed as apparently people either didn't have babies or small children or they
hadn't thought about that kind of supplies when they cleaned on most of the rest of the
store.

Afterward, Glenn and Maggie went outside to place the baby stuff in the back of the car
while Buffy made a final sweep of the store and checked out the storage area in the back.
There really wasn't much left for her to find, or at least nothing edible. Wandering towards
the back, she forced open the storage port.

It didn't have much, mostly fresh produce that was no longer fresh and hadn't been for
nearly a year, but there was a little left. Two plastic-wrapped packages of water bottles
had miraculously been left behind. A few cans of various food, but overall it had been
cleared out.

Buffy stacked the bottles and the cans before going back through the store and towards
the entrance when she suddenly realized that the voices she had heard weren't just the
two lovebirds, but there was a third voice. A man's voice and he didn't sound too friendly.

Quickening her step she got close enough to the dirty windows to be able to see outside,
and what she saw was a middle-aged man in a dark-ish tank top and with some of kind
metal knife-holder thingy at the end of his right arm where his hand should've been. Buffy
frowned, from the conversation it sounded like this man was Daryl's missing brother.

Studying the man outside, he looked like trouble, he moved like trouble, and despite what
he was telling Glenn and Maggie he wanted something other than to see his little brother.
He was keeping a careful eye on both of them, watching their movement, judging how
willing they were to shoot, and if she was honest with herself then she doubted they were
going to shoot the man based solely on the fact that he was a close relative of someone
in their group. Which meant she would have to intervene before it got out of hand.

Buffy carefully put her precious cargo on the floor and walked slowly to the door. The
stranger was between the door and their car, which meant that any sudden movement on
her part would likely make him do something stupid. Her belief in him being insincere was
proven when she got a better vantage point and saw he had a gun tucked into the side of
his pants.

She had just cleared the doorway when she noticed him getting ready to make a sudden
movement and she put on Slayer speed and snatched his gun just before he was able to
get to it. Quickly taking several steps back in case he decided to get grabby, she ordered,
"On your knees, Edward Scissorhand!"

The man turned startled eyes on her and his jaw actually dropped at the sight of her, and
not just because Buffy had managed to steal his gun either. Early on, as the world around
her collapsed, she realized it was easier to get blood and guts off leather pants than jeans
or other fabrics. It had made her look specifically for that when she went looking for new
clothes. Other than that she was wearing a white tank top that did not have the same
benefit and had old stains on it that didn't wash out.

Glenn gave her the same look he always gave her when he thought one of her puns was
bad, she just shrugged lightly. It was fitting even if it was bad.



"Now listen here, girly. Give that gun back before you hurt someone." He took a step
towards her and she moved her trigger finger a little bit while making sure he saw it. He
stopped.

"Who are you and what do you want?"

"My name's Merle Dixon, I'm lookin' for my brother. Daryl. He was travellin' with their
group," he inclined his head toward the couple who still had their own guns aimed at him.
"We both were. I had a disagreement with Rick and he handcuffed me to a rooftop,
leaving me to die. Had to cut my own hand off to survive." He waved the hand/knife
contraption a little to prove his point.

Buffy frowned, that was beyond cruel if it was true. She looked at Glenn, "Is that right?"

"Um," he replied a little nervously while looking back and forth between her, Maggie, and
the newly introduced Merle.

"It is, don't lie."

"Okay, fine. Yes. Rick left him on the rooftop, but he deserved it. He was deliberately
making noises and drawing herds to us while we were still in Atlanta. The city was
completely overrun with walkers. He nearly got all of us killed!" Then, in an attempt to
defend himself because Maggie clearly didn't like what she was hearing, he added, "Daryl
flipped out when we got back to the quarry and demanded we go back for him, and we
did. Except he was already gone. All we found was his hand and we just assumed he bled
out."

While the couple had a short staring match, Merle saw an opportunity to try and rush her.
Reacting out of pure instinct, she hit him over the head with her stolen gun. He went down
like a sack of potatoes.

Acting fast, she put the gun in her belt, moved forward, removed the contraption from
Merle's arm, and gave it to Glenn, while at the same time ordering Maggie to get her
some rope. A few minutes later, Merle was tied up, and the knife/arm thing was in the
back of the car.

"Now what?" Glenn asked into the silence.

"I take it this guy can't be trusted with our location?"

"No!" Both of her companions said at once.

"He's redneck scum. I don't know where he's been, but it looks like he's found another
group to take him in."

All the while Buffy had been stretching her senses to make sure they were not ambushed
by other people or biters. Turning towards the cars, she looked a little further down the
row where she had been hearing someone breathing since she became aware of the
situation with Merle.

"Come out, whoever you are. I know you're there."

"What?" Glenn looked confused, "There's no one else here, just us four."

Buffy ignored him, "Don't make me come over there, I've already knocked out one person
today."



A tall, black woman rose from between the cars. Her entire front was full of blood and
guts, and she was moving carefully as she walked forward.

"Who are you and are you with Merle?"

Buffy studied her, she had what looked like a sword of some kind strapped to her back.
Buffy approved, smart woman. The redneck was secured so she pointed her gun at the
newcomer instead. "Answer the questions."

"Michonne. No, he's from Woodbury."

"Where's that and what's wrong with it?"

What followed was a short explanation of a place that sounded perfect on the surface, but
who had a leader who gave Michonne bad vibes. Making a quick decision before the idiot
woke up, she ordered everyone else into the car before she carried Merle into the store
about halfway. Placed him on the floor, removed the ropes, and went back out. She
collected her water bottles and cans on the way out and placed them all in the car before
they drove off.

Something told her that Michonne could be trusted, but only time would tell if she was
right or if she had just made a huge mistake.
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Back at the prison, the reaction to Michonne was mixed, but after repeating her
explanation to Rick he allowed Hershel to clean and bandage her gunshot wound. While
their resident doctor was attending to his most recent patient, Rick left Glenn and Maggie
to stay guard over their guest, while he and Buffy went back to Cellblock C to have a talk
with the rest of their group.

Everyone gathered in a loose circle, except for Lori who was still in a cell with baby
Judith, and Daryl and Beth who had yet to return from their attempt to catch dinner.

"Why did you bring her back with you?" Rick opened the questioning. "You spoke to her
for, what? Three minutes?"

"Gut instinct," was Buffy's first reply. "Also, Merle was out cold so we had a chance to
leave without him knowing which direction we went in. That advantage had a time limit on
it, and I chose to take my chances with Michonne instead of Merle. I was tempted to kill
him, but since he's Daryl's brother..." She trailed off. Killing living, breathing human beings
bothered her and she tried her best to avoid it, but given the new world they lived in it was
no longer an option she could ignore.

"She said Merle shot her after she killed several of the men he brought with him to kill her.
Did you consider that she did something worth being killed for?"

"I did, but I also considered what little I've been told about Merle, and it doesn't make him
sound like a good person. Meeting him confirmed that. Since he wants her dead, I'm
willing to take the chance. She also is presumably good with that sword she was
carrying." It had made her a little envious. Giles had kept telling her that a katana was too
obvious, but that had been pre-apocalypse. Maybe she should start looking for one of her
own. "We need fighters and I'm willing to take a chance on her."

"What about Andrea?" Carol interjected, "Michonne said she's still in Woodbury. We need
to get her back."

Rick shook his head, more on instinct, Buffy thought, than a real desire not to get back
one of their people. "We can't force her to leave, and if they really have basic amenities
like fresh produce, showers, and a walled-in town, then this prison isn't going to be able to
make her want to leave."

Buffy gave the cellblock a reflexive scan, it wasn't much to look at, and when you took all
the walkers roaming the building into consideration it wasn't much of a prize. It was a trap
that had already killed several of them and was likely to kill even more in the future. In
comparison to a place that was much like the world had been before, although on a much



smaller scale, and without electronics, she knew what she would've chosen if she was
more naive or desperate.

"We could go over there and ask if she wants to rejoin the group," Buffy replied a little
tentatively. "But we probably shouldn't mention Michonne. If they're really out to kill her
then it would only cause trouble. But, we need to tell Daryl we ran into his brother, he'll
want to at least talk to Merle, and we can use that to look for this Andrea."

They kept going back and forth until Daryl and Beth returned from their hunt with a few
squirrels and a couple of rabbits. It wasn't what she had hoped for, but beggars couldn't
be choosers. It was food, they had bottled water, and the foodstuff from the cafeteria, it
could've been so much worse.

After the last two had been brought up to speed, they decided to let the newcomer join the
debate and moved out to the visitation area where they had left her earlier.

Buffy started it once everyone had settled somewhere. "Do you think Andrea would be
willing to leave Woodbury and rejoin her old group, without being told where we've
settled, and without being allowed to tell anyone where she's going?"

"No."

"Why?" Rick asked curiously.

"She likes the safety there, the normalcy."

"But we're her original group," Carol said, "She should come back to us." The woman
hugged her daughter to herself, and the girl turned around and hugged her mother back.

Buffy raised an eyebrow but refrained from commenting. At this point, it was about
survival and who could help you the most. Loyalty would only get anyone so far, and from
what Buffy had learned from both her little experience with this group and what had been
said about their previous experiences it might be better to take a chance on someone
else. Then again, no one was innocent.

"I need to talk with my brother, soon. If he knows I'm nearby he's going to keep looking
until he finds me. I need to find him first." Then he looked over at Michonne. "Where is
Woodbury?"

She gave him a rough description of how to get there, and when Glenn asked about
defenses she told them what she knew. Buffy thought about it, it sounded like it would
keep walkers out, but with a little stealth, they could get in without being seen.

"The question is, while Daryl takes the frontal approach to talk to his brother, do the rest
of us want to join him there or find a back entrance to look around? Or conversely, who
joins him at the front gate?"

She, Glenn, Maggie, and Michonne were obviously out for joining Daryl, but there were
others who might be willing. Lori, Hershel, Carl, and Sophia were also out. That left Rick,
who Merle was unlikely to want to see, Carol, who didn't do too well around unknown
people, Beth, who wasn't much of a fighter, and the still on probation inmates, Axel and
Oskar.

Buffy made a mental note to set up a schedule to begin training everyone so they wouldn't
keep being liabilities. It was in situations like these that she missed the Scoobies, or just
Faith. Oh gods, what she wouldn't give to have the other Slayer with her to help out.



Everyone had begun talking over each other, some with protests, others with
suggestions. She allowed it to go on for a while before she broke in again. "We need to
wait a few days."

"What?" Daryl glared at her, "Why?"

"Because we don't know where Merle is, not without revealing that we've spoken with
Michonne. The longer we can keep that a secret the better. Let's give it a few days, then
you can walk up to their door and demand to speak to him."

"But what about Andrea?" asked a concerned Carol again.

"She's fine," Michonne finally said. "The Governor seemed to like her. As long as she
plays his game she'll be safe."

"It's decided then," Buffy replied decisively. "We'll give it four days while we come up with
a strategy and who goes where and who stays here. Think about it, but for now how about
dinner? I for one am hungry."
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Daryl ended up going up to the front gate of Woodbury alone, as it was decided, mostly by
Daryl himself, that that was the most likely thing he would've done once he'd located
where his brother was staying. While he pulled everyone's attention toward that end of the
town, Buffy and Michonne snuck in further down the wall.

Sneaking into what looked like someone's home pre-apocalypse was disconcerting giving
what they had been through for the last year or so. It looked so... normal. Michonne either
didn't care or she'd had a good look around at some point during her short time living
here.

Buffy had entirely forgotten to ask what Andrea looked like, aside from being 'tall and
blonde', which as far as descriptions went, was much with the vagueness. As a result, she
let Michonne take the lead. It was dark outside, so they took the chance to venture into
the street, but kept close to the buildings in an attempt to not be noticed.

Still, it took a while to locate the missing woman. Every now and then they would carefully
enter a building, look around quickly, and then leave. When they did find her, she was
quickly pulled aside by Michonne and into a conveniently empty house.

"Michonne?" She looked at Buffy who was more interested in keeping an eye out for other
people who might've noticed anything off. "Who are you?"

"My name's Buffy. Michonne and I have both sort of joined your old group. They want you
back."

Beside her, Michonne gave her the side-eye. Maybe that wasn't the best introduction she
had ever given, but in her defense, she was a little rusty. There weren't really a lot of
people to meet anymore.

Andrea on the other hand was suddenly much more interested. "They're alive? All of
them? Who's still there?"

Michonne shushed her as she moved the curtain a little to see if there were anyone out
there. Just to be on the safe side, Buffy lowered her voice a little.

"Rick, Hershel, Beth, Lori, Carl, Carol, Sophia, Glenn, and Maggie. Daryl is at the front
gate talking to his brother and providing a distraction for us." She left out Axel and Oskar,
as there was no reason for Andrea to know who they were.

"What about T-Dog and the other people on the farm?" Then she paused suddenly,
rewinding the names that had been listed. "Did you say Sophia?"

"Yes. I found her in the forest not far from the Greene Farm, but since I didn't know that



was where her mother was, I didn't even think to look there, and then we watched it get
overrun and burned sometime later."

Andrea nodded, "That's when I got separated from them. I was somehow left behind
when they drove off, and I didn't know where to look for them." She indicated the third
woman, "Michonne found me soon after and saved me from a group of walkers."

Then she repeated a question from earlier, "What happened to T-Dog? Was he bitten?"

"He was bitten while securing our new home away from home." It didn't matter what Rick
said, the prison wasn't safe, not really. Even ignoring all the walkers inside, the ruined
part of the complex, and that it wasn't really a good place to live long-term. There was
how visible and well-known it was. Someone would see it was inhabited and come looking
for shelter or a fight, or both.

At that point, Michonne lost her patience. "Are you coming back with us?"

She looked torn. Buffy understood, Woodbury looked like a safe haven on the surface, but
her Slaydar was pinging with bad vibes. Not the demonic kind, just human badness, but it
had all the hallmarks of a rotten apple. Still, she remained silent.

"Go to the main gate, and talk to Daryl. See how Merle reacts to you knowing your group
is alive." Michonne was looking at Andrea attentively. It made Buffy wonder why she
wanted to get the woman away from this place. Maybe she just had a well-honed
situational awareness and sensed the badness beneath, and wanted to get her semi-
friend away from harm.

It took some discussion but eventually, Andrea agreed. Buffy and Michonne melted back
into the darkness while Andrea took a walk outside, pretending to take an interest in who
Merle was talking to on the other side of the barricade.

At the end of the talk, she was still on the fence about leaving and rejoining Rick's group.
Even from a distance it was evident to Buffy, but it had sown a little doubt about the
perfection of Woodbury in Andrea. Maybe a few more visits would change her mind.

They disappeared among the trees when Daryl ended the conversation with his older
brother without it being resolved either. Andrea could be brought back to the prison, but
Merle could not. It just wasn't feasible.

It didn't really matter how you twisted it, Merle Dixon was a bad guy and nothing good
would come from either the group joining Woodbury or Merle joining them at the prison.
Andrea could go either way, she might even be an asset. Maybe. Someone had
mentioned in passing that she was experienced when it came to fishing. Not that there
was water nearby, but when they finally left the prison it would give them an advantage.

A more varied diet would be great as well. If they couldn't have fruits and vegetables, at
least not yet, then maybe fish could be in the near future. Regardless, it was Andrea's
choice. The prison was still semi-safe, as was Woodbury, but both were too unstable to
last indefinitely.

Something had to give, soon.
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